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Abstract 
The correlation functions of the amplitude of NMR signal compon四 t8are calcuIa咽
ted by rneans of stcchastic differential equations and more accurate e}とpressionfor the 
signal-to-noise ratio is derived. Thεanalysis corresponds to the case without satur白ation
in the autodyne wIth crossed coi1s。
1. Introduction 
Autodyne d邑tectorsare widely used in NMR spectroscopy and applications b己cause
of simplicity， gcod sensitivity and reliable operaticn. But the ordinary autodyne 
poss日ssesscme dr旦wbckswhich α:mplicate or evε11 rεstrict its range of utilization. 
First， th日 Eensitivity of an autcdyne essentially del::ends on th巴 oscillation
amplitude. Particularly it is not ccmfortable for satur旦tioninvestigations. But this drぉV同
back is unavoidable in thεcrdinary autcdyne sincεit is assocIated with the origin 
of the very oscilIating system. 
Seconclly， thεfrequency req::cn~e of 1:ensitivity is alEO related with the oscillation 
amplitude. By the way， one can avoid this depenclence in the autodyne 'vith an 
automatic amplitude controlC1l and in Robinson autodyne<2l. 
Thirdly， the ordinary凱!todynedoes not permit the largεoscillation amplitude 
becau:::e of rEdrciicn tcih n.e Eemiiivity and ile sign且lベC叩oi~.e ratio. According to 
the experimental investigation<2，3" the de];:endEnce of the signal-to同noiseratio on the 
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oscillation， amplitude has a maximum but for 10w modulation frequencies it 
corresponds to the smal1 oscillation amplitude. 
1n a work(4) was proposed an getting rid of these drawbacks. It was 
achieved formation of the magnetic field (r.tm.f.) in the 
means of two cross己dcoils. Independently， R.J，BLUME and D.T.EDMONDS suggested 
an an針。gousautodyne to detect the dispersion component of an NMR signal (5). 
:2. wi'th Crossed Coils 
A schematic diagram of the with crossed coils is shown in Fig. 1. It 
consists of an ordinary with a tank coil LR (“町田iver"coil)，a linear 
amplifier (A) and a coi1 LT (“transmitter" coi1) to the coi1 The sample 
und日rinv巴stigation as located within the ordinary coil LR; 
and an NMR i8 detected by the ordinary autoclyne. the 
both the transmitter ancl the receiγer coils. In 
order to sustain the proper of an the linear amplifier (A.)， 
the of the receiver coi1. There is the transmitter 
no direct noticeable betYveεn the transmitter and the receiver coi1s. The 
angle of two coi1s to eliminatεiL betvveen coi1s occurs 
at thεresonance 
oscillation is 
the under investigation. But in the pres巴ntcircuit the 
Schmelcer 01" 
maintain吋 thefeedback independent of the sample， unlike the 
oscillator， vvhere the rnain fεedback involves the nucl己ar
magnεtism of the sample. 
In crder to observe the NlvIR 
the current with the 
the rec日 εrcoi1. 
If linear 
transm1tter co11s ar巴
sεe a presence of tvvo 
the field with amplitude 
component， the transmitt日rcoi1 is to be 
shiht of 900 in with thεcurrent m 
currents of the rεceiver and th色
and 臼t，then it 1S easy to 
polarized fields 1n thεvvith 
and Hy--HムTheNlVIR sign旦1may be exci ted 
th1S r.Lm.f. value is easily controlled 
the currer:t in the transmitter whi1e the current amplitude in the recei刊 rcoil is 
fixed. Thererore the oscillating conditions for the oscillator rem.ain constant and、
th告Sεaswε11 as the frequency response of the of the 
autodyne does not depend upon the of the r.f.m.f. in the sample. 
Unlikεto an ordinarγautodyne， the autodyne with crossed coils enables us to take 
into consideration th記 propertiesof both the v日ryautodyne and the 
under inv巴stigation.That is， the r己Cξiverpart (ordinary autodyne) can be adjusted to 
the maximum of the signal国to-noiseratio while the r.f.m. f.in thε s品工工場lecan be 
selected to the desirable value. 
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Fig. 1. Thr schematic diagram of the autodyne with crossed coils. O. A. is an ordinary autodyne， A.
is a linear amplifier， LR is a receiver coil， LT is a transmitter coil. 
The above adjustment is particularly important in case of low modulation frequen-
cies， when the maximum signal-to-noise ratio occurs for the small oscillation ampli-
tude. Since the signal amplitude is proportional to the value of the r.f.m.f. Cin the 
absence of saturation)< 4，6) and utilization of crossed coils enables us to enhance the 
signal-to-noise ratio significant1y. 
In the autodyne with crossed coils， any known ordinary autodyne can be employed， 
but the usage of an autodyne with a stable small oscillation amplitude is preferable. 
Therefore the autodyne with automatic amplitude control<1l， Robinson autodyne(7) can 
be in use. 
The main properties of the autodyne with crossed coils were analyzed in the 
reference叫)but the noise influence was not c1arified satisfactorily. 
3. Discussion 
The actual sensitivity of the autodyne is defined as the signal-to-noise ratio. As 
far as noise is concerned， the fluctuations of an autodyne amplitude are usually 
evaluated， because the NMR signal is weak and hidden in this noise. But an NMR 
signal is excited by the r.f.m.f. with the fluctuating amplitude. Thus the very signal 
is subjected to sorne fluctuations. In case of an autodyne with crossed ∞ils， these 
fluctuations are substantially larger. The point is to deterrnine the effect of 
fluctuations to the signal arnplitude. Therefore this theoretical treatrnent is to find out 
the statistical characteristics of a signal amplitude. Possession of these quantitative 
characteristics is to enable us to define more precise the signal-to-noise ratio. It is 
irnportant in practical applications because these findings allow to deterrnine advantages 
of the use of an autodyne with crossed coils in every case. 
The strict and cornplete analysis is hardly justified in view of difficu1ties to 
construct a quite adequate rnathematical rnodel of the system and to solve the problem 
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with enough accuracy. Therefore we are to make the next assumptions: 
1. The sample under investigation is unsaturated. 
2. NMR signal distortions<4，8l occured because the interaction of nuc1ear magne-
tization and an autodyne are neglected. 
3. The autodyne with respect to the signal is implied to be a linear system. 
4. The osci1ation of an r.f.m.f. has a constant initial phase and f1uctuations of 
the amplitude are taken as white noise叩.
These assumptions significant1y simplify the ca1culations because we are considering 
the linear model and the autodyne equation is not taken into account. In the first 
approach such linearization is justified as far as the noise standard deviation of the 
f1uctuations of the osci1ation amplitude is small enough in comparison with the mean 
amplitude. 
An analysis is based on the solution of the phenomenological equations of Bloch叩.
The absenc怠 ofsaturation allows to consider only the transverse components of a 
nuc1ear magnetization. 
dM~ . 1 一反ム+T2 Mx-rMyHz+rM，品 =0，





Exciting r.f.m. fields produced by the currents in receiver and transmitter coils 
are respectively Hx=2A cosot and Hy口 -2Aksinωtwhere k is a real coefficient， 
expressing the ratio of r.f.m.f. amp1itudes， originated by transmitter and receiver coils. 
Since the amplitude of an r.f.m.f. is fluctuating， itcan be represented in the following 
manner 
A=Ao+a(t)， 
where Ao=くA>is the mean amplitude，α(t )=A-Ao is the f1uctuations of an 
amplitude. The mean of these f1uctuations iぬs<α(tめ)>口oand the correlation function is 
h桁(ケτ)汗=苧d(的τの)， a…s 吋wh胤i抗批t句enoi伽耐s
d(τ) is a de1ta function. 





? ? ? ( 2 )
where v and u are the absorption and the dispersion components of an NMR signal 
respectively， t1=rHz ωis detuning with respect to the resonance frequency. Averaging 
of Eq.(2) gives the mean values for the components of an NMR signa1. In order to 
get an undistorted signal， the slow passage through the resonance area is in use. 
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dくv> ， dくu>Therefore Llゐ constand subsequent1y ~ d子一→oand ~ dt--→O. Then， mean values 
for the absorption and the dispersion components are found as 
くv>=τ抗zrMoTz(1+叫ん， LlT. <u>=寸士万寺τrMoTz(1+叫ん. (3) 1 + LlzTz 
Fluctuations of these components can be represented as fol1ows: x=v-くv>，
y=tf，ーくu>.
Owing to the linearity of Eq.(2) these fluctuations obey the next equations 
妥 z ーの一七日机(1+k)a(t)， 
dyール一一一-dt --~ Tz J 
( 4 ) 
Now， let us consider the statistical characteristics of these fluctuations. Since 
equations are linear， we can easily replace this system by the equations with separated 
variables， 
dZx . 2 dx . I 1 、 r_.I/ . J.'，- . ./..1...... i 
羽「十TjIF+lTjE+dzjz=川崎)Lぜ(t)+γ (t)J， ( 5 ) 
dZ_v ， 2 dv ，f 1 _ '" ¥ 
73「+百五t+l Tz +LlZ)y=LlrMoC1+k)a(t)・ ( 6 ) 
In the assumption of a slow passage through the resonance， one can consider Ll::; 
const and solutions of Eqs. (5) and (6) yield the fol1owing stationary processes 
x=ナ刈~C1哨~[al(t)+十(t)]sinLl(z一向〔七日]dt， (7) 
y= rMo(l +k)~a(t)sinLl (Z一向〔七σ-z)Jdt. (8) 
Obviously， the means areくx>=くy>=Oand the correlation functions of the 
fluctuations of absorption and dispersion components are the next(10) respectively 
z+r ka(τ)=去刈~Z (1州
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xsinLl(z-t)sinLl(z刊 (10) 
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u 、 内 )>十らく仰)α
Nn q)mi--T71LSV-q〉-T7
l λTn • r • 1¥ =-T12と o(ρ-q)-jLV(沙-
+-L TZ2 (1う-
By substituting these to and integrating， the next correlation 
functions of fluctuations of both the absorption and the 
のbtained
components are 
長。(←羊 ( 1τ1¥ 十d町 )co凶.dTzsin.dτ-T~)' (11) 
No J2il{o2(1-I-k)2L1T22 r ，1'1' ~~N A~ I N;~ A_l 1-， Ii τ)=一一一一一一一一-r Jー 2COS.d刊-sin4τ_J;I)l十 L-~ "V~Ù_" I UU._" J V"'P¥  (12) 
Evidently these correlation functions correspond to narrow band gaussian random 
proce邸時(9~ 10) G 
Variances are by 
ua2=kaCO)=立tT2MF2(14h〉221空三一 ("12+空~T22)2く1トJ2Tz2-8A~ 
= 
LJ2T23 N. ムイ2T.2u 一一一人=~一一一一~ "くu>ヘ1 +L12T22 Tz 
The effective noIse for the absorption component is Thεrefore 
the power through this pass-band is No (1十k)2 ・Theamplitude of a rotating 




then variances can be rewritten in more convenient manner 
dazjk-ρ(パ寸的問〉23
642=jFρ(1十問問>2
St設ndarddeviations or r.m.s. values 
( 
(16) 





are directly proportional to the corresponding component and also depend on the tuning 
J. Therefore the larger signal obtained is accompanied by intense fluctuations. 
Signal-to-Noise Ratio 
The signal-to・noiseratio is usually defined as 
守 signalmaximum amplitude 
noise standard deviation. 
Let us analyze the absorption component. The signal amplitude is expressed by 
Eq. (3)， and can be rewritten asくv>=(1+k)く併>， whereく併>is the signal 
value originated merely by the r.f.m.f. of the receiver coil. 
The noise standard deviation is a sum of the receiver coil and the standard 
deviation of signal amplitude fluctuations. Summation has to be performed algebraical1y 
because of the correlation of these two random processes. 
In every spectrometer， the narrow band amplification is in use. It permits to 
suppress the noise power at the output without affecting the signal amplitude and， 
therefore， to gain the sufficient signal-to-noise ratio. 
Now we can evaluate the noise standard deviation. Let the pass-band of a 
spectrometer be dF. Then the noise standard deviation is expressed in the next way(9J 
。=J~S(めが
where S(SJ) is the noise spectral density. 
The width of the signal spectrum is small owing to the slow passage rate through 
the resonance area. Therefore the pass-band dF of the spectrometer is usually made 
narrow in comparison with the noise spectral density. Consequent1y， itis admissible to 
consider this density constant within pass-band dF. So 
σ:::y買五万dF.
Thus the total noise standard deviation at the output is considered to be 
proportional to 
c1 J:=下/高布十干/瓦戸厄芦F， (19) 
where No isthe spectral density of r.f.m.f. amplitude fluctuations of the receiver coil， 
S，(SJ) is the spectral density of the absorption component fluctuations. The last 
spectral density is easily obtained by the Fourier transform of the correlation function 
Eq. (13)， 
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1_. l"Jらr2Ji，比fo2T22(1 " ， 
Ss(Q);::::;-j:一一一日τ[22司す?一(1十一日立2T;;r)・
Within our assumptions， the maximum signal and density Ss(SJop) corrεspond to 
the case L1 = Qニコ0，thus 
No SS(QÒF)=--"-~~r2T22A102(1 +k)2 =沼 F(14-h)Eくげ>2阻1)¥;;1:0
Substitution of Eq，(21) (0 Eq，(19) and use of Eq，(3) 
ratio 





Here we can sdcct expressions with the individual mε旦ning，?
the signal-to-noise ratio in the absence of an 1¥f.m.f. of the 
transmitter coi1; it r色presentsthe case of the ordinary autodyne. 
/柿¥
--2亙Ji=Cキ theratio of the maxirnum signal to the 1¥f.m.f. full amplitude 
of the receiver coil， I.e. a modulation indeiし
On the base of these marks， we obtain the final expression 
円=71ネ l+k一一一一-1-1ーも/豆(1十k)(*. 
For weak signals，ぐ*is to be very small and 〆互 O+k)(キcanbe neglected， 
since k 1S restricted the saturation of the sarnple. Thus the signal圃to匂noiseratio 
b巴cornes
ザニ
1n case of saturation investigations， k can be larger， but the signal-to四 noiseratio 
布islikely to decrease because of the reduction of the amplitudeo 
Therefore， on the bas1S of the present treatment and the experirnental investigaω 
tions of the noise and sensitivity characteristics of autodynesC2，3) one can conclude that 
uti1tzation of the autodyne with crossed coils in case of weak signals does. not reduce 
the signal胆to咽noiseratio in favor of more extensive possibilities of this autodyne. 
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